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Madhavraj - your role as a resource person for Asha
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Sharad Jaiswal <sharad.jaiswal@gmail.com> Sat, Jan 23, 2010 at 10:20 AM

To: g.meraju@gmail.com

Cc: Ramchandar Krishnamurthy <ramchandar.k@gmail.com>, Sanjeev Ranganathan

<sanjeev.ranganathan@gmail.com>, Anita Komanduri <anita.komanduri@gmail.com>, santhosh padmanabhan

<santhosh.padmanabhan@gmail.com>, Siva Athreya <sivaathreya@yahoo.co.in>

Dear Madhavraj:

As discussed on phone, I am putting together our discussion on your

appointment as a resource person for Asha Bangalore:

1. The first 6 months of the position will be spent in 2-3 projects

with whom Asha Bangalore currently works with, this would most likely

be Sita school in Bangalore, Thulir in TN, and Timbaktu schools/CRC in

Anantapur, AP.

2. The purpose of the time spent at these organisations will be for

you to observe their practices, understand and absorb what you think

is good and can be re-applied elsewhere, give suggestions yourself,

and very importantly, gain experience working with individuals

effectively in a new environment.

3. The project stewards for these projects will introduce you to our

partners in these organisations and will work with you and the

partners to ensure a valuable learning and useful experience for all

involved.

4. You will be expected to provide us with written report of your

activities, observations, suggestions and feedback. While much of this

will be continuous, i.e. via the project stewards - we would also need

you to attend the Asha Bangalore chapter meeting in person, at least

once a month during this period.

5. At the end of these 6 months, based on feedback from you, our

partners, project stewards, and ongoing discussions with the the Asha

Bangalore chapter, the chapter will  make a decision on whether our

interaction is mutually beneficial - and can we have a useful,

effective collaboration going forward. If not - we will continue to

support you and your activities with our partners for a period of 3

further months.

6. If we decide to take it forward, the appointment will be for a

minimum of 1 more year.

7. We offer you an honorarium of Rs. 7,000 p.m. during the first 9

months period. We will also provide you with a laptop to help you

document your activities.
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8. Sharad Jaiswal will be your point of contact with the Asha

Bangalore chapter - you can reach him by email

sharad.jaiswal@gmail.com, or phone 9900112986.
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